
Over the last several years, financial institutions have faced immense pressure 

from a variety of different forces like increasing regulatory and compliance 

mandates and complex issues in the cyber domain. Small IT security teams 

are burdened with managing the security and compliance strategy without 

the time and necessary skills to accomplish the tasks.

Banks need to focus on employing big data solutions that facilitate high-

velocity data processing and storage that meet their security and compliance 

requirements. In today’s world, it means financial institutions must employ 

solutions that cost-effectively process and aggregate data while also allowing 

them to answer the demands of their regulators.

As an accomplished technical expert within the cybersecurity community, 

Robert Johnston saw the need for a compliance automation platform for 

financial institutions that was both cost-effective and able to manage 

complicated enterprise security technology. He founded Adlumin and is 

responsible for the strategic vision and direction of the company. “We have 

built a truly fantastic product in this space, and our banking customers find it 

immensely valuable,” says Johnston.

Adlumin delivers an easy-to-use security and compliance automation platform. 

Cloud-native and using serverless architecture, the platform is built to discover 

threats, malfunctions, and IT operations failures, so that banks can comply 

with industry regulations. For more information or to schedule a demo, please 

contact demo@adlumin.com.

Revolutionizing the way banks achieve their compliance objectives

We have built a truly fantastic product... our banking customers 
find it immensely valuable.

Visit: adlumin.com

Call: 202-352-8001

1701 Rhode Island Ave. NW

Washington, DC 20036

Robert Johnston, Founder & CEO, Adlumin, Inc.

Contact: demo@adlumin.com

FACES OFSECURITY AND  
COMPLIANCE AUTOMATION

LET US GET YOUR FACE  
ON THE FRONT PAGE

Working with NFR Communications, you can create 
“Faces Of …” content for you and your company. 
Together, we’ll deliver this content digitally, in print, or 
both. It’s easy, and affordable. 

Prices start at $2150.00. 
Call me about frequency discount. 

Greg McCurry 
Senior Vice President - Business Development
E. greg@nfrcom.com| T. 952-835-2275

With in-person meetings canceled across the industry, it can be a challenge to keep up with 
folks in your established network — and nearly impossible to make meaningful connections 
that lead to new business. If only there was a way for people you have not yet met to get to 
know you better! Well, we have a solution.

Join our “Faces Of ...” program, 
which provides your company an 
opportunity to share a bit about 
your brand, and allows people 
to learn something about you. 
“Faces Of …” is popular because 
it personalizes your brand and 
gives you important recognition 
in an era of isolation.

Take a look at a couple of 
“Faces of Bank Architecture,” 
to see how we can personalize 
your products and services 
and put a friendly face on your 
brand.

For those banks with a substantial agriculture portfolio, experiencing the 
plateau after the Super Cycle was a “wake-up” call.  Bankers can become 
complacent when the economy is strong, but difficult times require a sharper 
focus on more in-depth analysis. Regulators are increasingly emphasizing 
uniform and consistent analysis, and bank management teams are taking note.Customer relationships are further solidified when the bank brings value 

through business knowledge. This flows from stronger analysis, including 
educating ag borrowers on cash-adjusted accrual income statements to help 
them understand true profitability.
Throughout his 37-year community banking career, Tim Ohlde has been 
focused on enhancing loan portfolio quality. This led to the creation of a 
proprietary analysis system now known as Country Banker, where he is 
currently CEO. In developing Country Banker, Tim could draw on his extensive 
knowledge as a former ag lender, his education from Kansas State University 
in Ag-Education, and his own upbringing on a dairy farm.Country Banker is a simple-to-use, yet powerful analysis tool that makes it easy 

to build a relationship with ag borrowers. The Company was built by bankers 
for bankers with the goal of facilitating smart lending decisions. The result is 
borrower loyalty, a growing customer base and a strong portfolio. 

Customer 
relationships are 
further solidified 
when the bank 
brings value 
through business 
knowledge. 

Visit: countrybanker.com

Call: 800-780-5479

328 Washington St.Clyde, KS  66938

Contact: sales@countrybanker.com

Tim Ohlde, Founder & CEO, Country Banker

FACES OF
LOAN ANALYSIS



WHAT YOU GET  
WITH “FACES OF”
“Faces Of…” focuses on professionals whose experience and expertise make them leaders 
in their fields. Join our “Faces Of…” program which allows your company to shine a light on 
the personalities in your organization. This is the opportunity to share your passion and 
commitment to the industry, and allow banking professionals to get to knowing the faces 
behind your business. 

Greg McCurry 
Senior Vice President - Business Development
E. greg@nfrcom.com| T. 952-835-2275

• Personalized content that focuses on you and your brand.
• A PDF of the ad to use for marketing purposes. 
• Delivery in print and digital formats.

• Together, we start this process 8 weeks prior to the ad 
closing date.

• Once we determine the subject and theme, we will send 
you a series of questions; your responses will be the basis 
of the ad copy, which we develop for you.

• You are afforded the opportunity to review and edit the 
copy prior to layout.

• In the meantime, you’ve provided us with a professional, high, resolution photo of your 
“Faces of…” subject. A horizontal orientation works best. This photo needs to arrive roughly 6 
weeks prior to the issue close date.

• Once you’ve completed your review of the ad copy, the “Faces of…” ad goes into layout.
• The completed design will be sent to you for final approval.
• We’re all set!

WHAT YOU GET:

WHAT TO EXPECT:

Prices start at $2150.00.  
Call me about frequency discount. 
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Cannabis banking programs succeed when financial institutions have a 
solid understanding of how marijuana-related businesses operate. Shield 
Compliance is enabling that understanding for bankers, and that starts with 
customer-focused collaboration. Jenna Meyer and Cari Conklin drive that 
process.

According to Meyer, cannabis compliance is similar to portfolio management 
in commercial lending. “It’s about uncovering and understanding risk, and 
improving the bank’s responsiveness to examiners,” she says. “Our internal team 
works hand-in-hand to understand the needs of clients and their examiners, 
and builds them into our solution. As a result, all of our clients benefit.”

Collaborating with clients early in the development process also allows Shield to 
help banks spot problems sooner. “FinCEN guidelines are just that — guidelines,” 
says Conklin. “Since banking relationships, licensure and ownership structures 
in the cannabis industry can be complex, as a technical team, we rely on the 
experience and input of our customers.”

As you evaluate the opportunity to provide banking services to the legal 
cannabis industry, the team at Shield Compliance will guide you through the 
learning and implementation process to make sure you get the most out of 
our system and gain the full benefits of a cannabis banking program.

Collaboration ensures success with cannabis banking 

Your compliance and 

risk-management 

needs – and changes 

within the cannabis 

industry itself – are 

reflected in our 

technology and 

inform our roadmap.

Visit: shieldbanking.com
Call: 425-276-8235

500 Union Street, Suite 310
Seattle, WA  98101

Cari Conklin (left), director of development operations, and Jenna Meyer, director of client success, Shield Compliance.

Contact: info@shieldbanking.com

FACES OF
COMPLIANCE & RISK MANAGEMENT


